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About CSAToday 
 
Q. What is CSAToday? 

CSAToday is IAA's online, comprehensive salvage analysis and information source for the salvage claims 
professional.  

 Conveniently assign a vehicle to IAA using the Vehicle Assignment tool 
 Analyze returns and timeline performance of your vehicles with Management Reports  
 Manage current inventory from assignment to pickup with Inventory Management  
 Determine estimated salvage values with the Average Salvage Value tool 
 Customize CSAToday to suit your preferences with MyCSAToday  

Contact Us 
 
We have a fully staffed team dedicated to CSAToday. 
Call us: (877) 422-4225, option 2.  
Email us: supportdesk@iaai.com.  
 
Want to provide feedback on CSAToday?  
Email us at csatodayfeedback@iaai.com. Please provide your name and contact information.  
 
 

mailto:supportdesk@iaai.com
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CSAToday Access 
 
Q. How do I change my CSAToday Login User ID? 
 
 To change your User ID, please contact the Support Desk for assistance at (877) 422-4225, option 2 or 
supportdesk@iaai.com.  
 
Q. I forgot my password. How do I retrieve it? 
 
Enter your User ID and then select “Retrieve your password” from the options below the login box.  
After you answer your personal “hint” question, CSAToday will email your current password to you. If 
you cannot remember the answer to your “hint” question, please contact the Support Desk at (877) 422-
4225, option 2 or supportdesk@iaai.com. 
 
Q. How do I change my password? 
 
Go to the “My CSAToday” header.  
Choose “Online Profile” from the drop down list.  
In the profile, select “Change Password/Hint” and follow the instructions.   
 
Passwords must be a minimum of eight alpha-numeric characters and must include at least one numeric 
character. All password, question and answer entry boxes need to be filled in for the password change 
feature. 
 
Q. How do I change my email address? 
 
Go to the “My CSAToday” header. 
Choose “Online Profile” from the drop down list.   
In the “Email Address” field enter the new address.  
Select “Submit” at the bottom of the page to save your changes.  
 
Q.  If I need additional access to other tools in CSAToday who do I contact? 
 
Contact your IAA Sales Representative or the Support Desk at (877) 422-4225, option 2 or or 
supportdesk@iaai.com. 
 
Q. I have encountered an error on a CSAToday web page. What should I do? 
 
Start by refreshing the browser screen (F5 works for most browsers).    
If you still encounter a technical error, please contact the Support Desk at (877) 422-4225, option 2 or 
supportdesk@iaai.com.   
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IAA Locations 
 
Q. Where can I find IAA locations? 

 
There is a Locations link at the top of the CSAToday Explore Menu.  This link takes you to the IAA 
website.  Click on the Branch Locations List and you will have the option of sorting by City, Name, Region 
or State.  IAA Corporate is located at Two Westbrook Corporate Center, Suite 500, Westchester, IL 
60154. Contact us at 708-492-7000. For additional IAA Corporate information, click the About IAA tab. 

 

Electronic Vehicle Assignments (EVA) 
 
Q. When assigning a vehicle, I am required to select an ‘Adjuster’ from the menu. How do I request an 
adjustor who is not on the menu? 
 
Contact IAA Support and provide the Company Name, Adjuster Name, Phone Number, and Email 
Address of the adjuster you would like to add.  IAA Support will be able to add the adjuster to the drop 
down list. 
 
Q. What is Early Tow/VIC? 
 
VIC stands for Vehicle Inspection Center, located at an IAA facility. Early Tow or VIC means the vehicle 
has not been inspected prior to pick up and will be inspected when delivered to the IAA location. The 
vehicle will be placed in a holding area, allowing easy access for the field adjuster to inspect the vehicle. 
 
Q. What if I do not know the charges owed on a vehicle located at a shop or storage location? 
 
In that case, you may leave this section blank. IAA will contact the shop or storage location to get the 
charges owed. You may include in the Pickup Instructions box ‘Ok to pay charges’. It is recommended 
you indicate the maximum amount you authorize IAA to pay. 
 
Q. How do I make changes to a vehicle assignment after I submit the assignment? 
 
Go to the Enter Search Value field, located at the top of the Welcome Page. Enter the assigned stock 
number and click Submit. From the Vehicle Detail Report screen, select the Update Salvage tab.  
Various update fields may be changed or updated on this screen 

or 
 

From the Vehicle Detail Report, select the Notes tab.  Enter the desired notes for the changes or 
updates you are requesting. Upon submission an email is sent to the branch for handling.  If immediate 
action is required by the IAA branch, please contact the IAA branch directly to perform your request. 
 

Vehicle Search Inquiries 
 
Q. My search result displayed “Record(s) Not Found”. What happened? 
 

https://www.iaai.com/Auctions/BranchLocationsView.aspx
https://www.iaai.com/About/AboutIAAIView.aspx
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If the record is current or if the record is closed and less than 3 years older than the calendar date, check 
the search entry for errors. Incorrect data (i.e. a number transposed or a spelling error) will result in an 
error. Try doing a partial search or using a different search option.  
 
If the record is closed and is 3 years or older than the current calendar date, it has been archived. You 
will need to contact the support desk to reopen the record. Contact the Support Desk for assistance at 
(877) 422-4225, option 2 or supportdesk@iaai.com.   
 
Q. I am not sure if the vehicle has already been assigned for pickup. How do I check? 
 
Go to the Search Value field, located at the top of the Welcome Page. Use the drop down menu to 
choose a search option (i.e. claim number or VIN). Click Submit. If the record appears (Vehicle Detail 
screen) then your vehicle has been assigned. If you receive the message ‘Records Not Found’, your 
vehicle assignment has not been submitted for pickup. (Hint: The last 6 of a VIN is the best search 
option.) 
 
Q. How long will I have access to a stock file, once the vehicle has sold? 
 
If the record is closed and less than 3 years older than the calendar date, check the search entry for 
errors. Incorrect data (i.e. a number transposed or a spelling error) will result in an error. Try doing a 
partial search or using a different search option.  
 
If the record is closed and is 3 years or older than the current calendar date, it has been archived. You 
will need to contact the support desk to reopen the record. Contact the Support Desk for assistance at 
(877) 422-4225, option 2 or supportdesk@iaai.com.   

 
Hold Vehicles 
 
Q. What does it mean when a vehicle is in a HOLD status? 
 
IAA has been asked to secure the vehicle as evidence while it is under special investigation or involved in 
legal litigation. Please ask IAA branch for more details on how IAA handles the hold.  
 
Q. How do I request a vehicle be put on a HOLD? 
 
There are two ways to request a Hold be placed on a vehicle: 
 

1. Complete an on-hold request and file it with the branch via fax or email.  
2. Use the Hold Tab available from the Vehicle Detail page. This feature is not available unless 

your company has chosen to activate it. Please contact an IAA representative for more details.  
 
Q. Can I call a branch to place a vehicle on hold? 
 
No. A branch requires a completed Hold Authorization form. You may call the branch to request a form 
and additional direction, as needed.  
 
Q. Can I request a Hold from the Notes feature? 
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No. The notes feature should not be used given the urgent nature of a hold request. Please contact the 
branch to request a form to begin the hold process.  
 
Q. I have a question about a vehicle place on hold. Who do I contact? 
 
Call the branch where the vehicle is located and speak with the Branch Manager.  
 
 

Vehicle Detail Inquiries 
 
Vehicle Detail Report 
 
Q. How soon do the updates to a stock become available on CSAToday? 
 
Most updates become available within 15 minutes of changes submitted. The Vehicle Detail Report, for 
example, provides real-time data. Some inventory reports may update the following day. Refresh the 
page to see changes; select F5 to refresh your browser or, click away from current page and the back to 
it. Uploaded documents (e.g. Supporting Documents) may take up to 60 minutes before they are 
available to view.   
Note: Do not upload a Hold Request.  Email or Fax the request directly to the IAA Branch.    
 
Vehicle Detail – Update Salvage 
 
Q. I want to change the Claim Handler or Adjuster on my stock file, but the name does not exist on the 
drop down list provided. How do I add the adjuster or claim handler to this list? 
 
Contact IAA Support and provide the Company Name, Adjuster Name, Phone Number, and Email 
Address of the adjuster you would like to add.  IAA Support will be able to add the adjuster to the drop 
down list. 
 
Hint: To avoid issues, do not use nicknames or alternative spellings.  
 
Q. Why does the Update Salvage screen not allow me to update or change any fields? 
 
You cannot update if… 

 The stock file is closed. Contact the IAA Branch to make necessary updates. 

 The vehicle is on hold. Updates are not allowed until hold is released. 

 The stock is within 48 hours of auction (sale lockdown). Contact the IAA Branch to make 
necessary updates. Exception: The Minimum Bid can be updated until the midnight before the day of 

the auction. 
 

If your stock file is not in the above scenarios, contact IAA Support to make necessary updates.  
 
Vehicle Detail – Parts Inspection 
 
Q. What do the indications mean next to items in the “parts” field? 
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N/A indicates the part does not apply to this vehicle.  
Blank indicates the vehicle has yet to be inspected or has not completed check-in.  
None indicates the part was not located on the vehicle.  
Missing indicates the part cannot be found on the vehicle. 
 
Q. The vehicle odometer field reads “N/A” and the vehicle images do not indicate the mileage. Why is 
there no information? 
 
IAA always attempts to verify the vehicle mileage. In the case that IAA cannot provide the reading (i.e. 
the part is inoperable) the odometer field will indicate N/A and the image of the odometer will not 
display the mileage.  
 
Vehicle Detail – Notes 
 
Q. I need to communicate with the branch. Should I use the notes feature? 
 
If you have an urgent request on a file with action from IAA needed, contact the branch by phone.  
 
Otherwise the notes feature can be used to alert IAA to an outside party (e.g., owner, appraiser) coming 
to access the vehicle; alerting IAA to mail the tags to the owner; or other scenarios requiring IAA to take 
an action on the file.  
 
Q. What is the process at the IAA Branch when a user adds notes to a file?  
 
When a note is added to the system, the system updates and an email is sent to the branch staff. The 
information will also be available to view in the Notes section of CSAToday.  
 
Q. For vehicles with Release Problems, should I use the Notes feature to communicate with the 
branch dispatcher? 
 
No. Use the Release Problem List under Inventory Management, by which you can update the vehicle 
status and the IAA dispatch system in real-time. This allows for IAA to dispatch vehicle pickup in a timely 
manner.  
 
Vehicle Detail – Supporting Documents (i.e. Title Documents, Sale Documents, etc.) 
 
Q. Why am I experiencing errors when uploading documents to CSAToday? 
 
You may not be uploading documents in an appropriate file type. All files must be JPG or PDF and not 
exceed 10MB in size. 
 
When uploading PDFs, the documents must be converted from their original file extensions. Simply 
adding “.pdf” to the end of a document type will not do the trick. Many programs have a built in feature 
to allow this or an internet search (convert documents to PDF) will offer more guidance.  
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Q. Once the IAA branch has scanned a document, how long does it take before it becomes available 
on CSAToday? 
 
The document will be available within a few minutes as the systems process the file.  
 
Q. How long are supporting documents available in CSAToday?  
 
Supporting documents are available on CSAToday for 6 months after the stock is closed/has settled. 
After those 6 months, the documents are archived and available upon request.  
 
Q. How long does a stock stay available in CSAToday after it has been closed or settled? 
 
A stock will stay on CSAToday for the current year plus an additional three (3) years.  
 
 Vehicle Detail – Minimum Bid 
 
Q. How can I get access to set a minimum bid on a vehicle? 
 
Minimum bid access is determined when each user account is set-up. Not all users are given access to 
set a minimum bid on a vehicle. Your supervisor or manager may contact IAA Support to request the 
proper access, as determined.  
 
Q. How and when can I set a minimum bid on a vehicle? 
 
There are multiple ways to set a minimum bid from CSAToday: 

 From the assignment screen when making a new assignment 

 From the Minimum Bid Tab (located on the Vehicle Detail page) 

 From the Sale Management section of the Explore menu 
o Minimum Bid Processing 

 Vehicles Without Minimum Bid 
 Vehicles With a Minimum Bid 

o Bid Approval 
 
Q. Can I set a minimum bid at any time? 
 
Minimum bids and call requests can be set up until midnight the night before the vehicle goes to sale.  
Once the vehicle status reaches “System Sale Lockdown”  you will need to call the branch to make 
changes.  
 
Q. Are there any restrictions when setting a minimum bid amount? 
 
No. Any whole number value will be accepted. If you have entered an ACV amount for the vehicle, a 
percentage will automatically calculate the difference between minimum bid amount and the ACV. A 
system warning will display for any minimum bid that is 50% or more of a determined ACV amount 
but it will not prevent you from submitting it.  
 
Q. What does it mean when the minimum bid set by column displays Manual and Automin Bid? 
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There are several methods to set minimum bids: 

 

 Auto  (automated process factoring in Provider specific criteria) 

 User (revised by user) 

 Call 

 User placed on call  

 N/A (no bid set) 

 
 
Q. When a vehicle is set for call how do the branch personnel know who to contact? 
 
IAA will contact the person who set the minimum bid unless instructed otherwise in Notes or in the 
Service Level Agreements.  
 
 

I-Buy Fast 
 
Q.  What is I-Buy Fast? 
 
The I-Buy Fast program provides greater exposure for vehicles that may not sell in their first run through 
an auction and gives qualified buyers more purchasing opportunities.  I-Buy Fast exposes providers’ 
vehicles to a broad and diverse worldwide buyer base and extends their selling opportunity.  Providers 
that participate in this program can designate the vehicle I-Buy Fast after the first auction run and make 
the vehicle available 24/7 on the Auction Center for a fixed price prior to the next upcoming Auction.  
Buyers also benefit from the program because they can purchase vehicles at their convenience at any 
time. 
 
Q. How will I know if my vehicle sold via I-Buy Fast? 
 
A CSA user can receive notification by setting up the I-Buy Fast Sold alert available form Scheduled 
Alert|Reports. 
 

 Go to Scheduled Alert | Reports and select Inventory Alerts 

 From the drop down select I-Buy Fast Sold and click Create 

 Select your Criteria and Add 
 
Note:  The branch also receives an email notification when a vehicle is awarded to buyer via I-Buy Fast. 
 
Q. Am I still able to negotiate with the high bidder as I do today? 
 
Yes. Negotiations with a buyer via the branch can still be done until 12 noon the day after sale. 
 
Q. In the event that the high pre- bid is equal to or greater than the I-Buy Fast price, will the system 
automatically award the vehicle to the proxy bidder? 
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No. The system does not take in account proxy bidding. The buyer must choose the “Buy Now” purchase 
option from the I-Buy Fast page.  
 
Q. Can a vehicle participate in I-Buy Fast if it is a “Call” vehicle? 
 
Yes. The Call on the vehicle must be removed and a minimum bid amount must be added.  
 
Q. I am set up as automatic on I-Buy Fast and the re-run button does not display on Bid Approval. Can 
I remove the vehicle from I-Buy Fast? 
 
Yes. Click on the stock number on the Bid Approval page to open the Minimum Bid tab (from the 
Vehicle Detail page) and set the I-Buy Fast radio button to “NO”. Return to Bid Approval from the link at 
the top left of your screen. 
 
Q. If I do not accept a bid at auction can I change the minimum bid amount prior to posting to I-Buy 
Fast? 
 
Yes.  You can change this through the Minimum Bid tab from the Vehicle Detail page. Use the link in the 
Bid Approval screen while declining the sale, or search the stock and click the Minimum Bid tab to 
change the minimum bid. 
 
Q. What is a “run”? 
 
“Run” is a vehicle which was presented in the auction and received at least one bid.  
 
Q. I am an “Automatic” participant as of yesterday, how can I already have vehicles posted to I-Buy 
Fast Listing? 
 
When the automatic participant flag is turned on, your entire inventory is reviewed for vehicles meeting 
I-Buy Fast criteria. All vehicles with at least one auction run, a minimum bid set, and a future auction 
date scheduled will post to  the Auction Center in an I-Buy Fast Listing.   
 
Q. I am an “Automatic” I-Buy participant and the branch is calling for approval.  Why? 
 
As the seller, you have the option to approve high pre-bid or decline the bid - sending the vehicle to I-
Buy Fast.  
 
Q. What are my options to approve bids? Can I do this online? 
 
Yes. If you have access to bid management, you can choose to accept bids, to rerun bids, or to use the I-
Buy Fast option. 
 
If you have access to approve bids: 

 Go to the Sale Management Menu and select Bid Approval.  

 Go to the Approval Pending column, located on the far right of the report. 

 Click on the Bid Amount.    
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Scheduled Alert | Reports 
 
Q.  Where do I find Scheduled Alerts and Reports? 
 

 Go to the Scheduled Alert | Reports  on the Explore Menu 

 Click on either Inventory Alerts or Scheduled Reports 
 

Note:  Scheduled reports can also be created from any of the Online Reports after selecting your criteria 
and submitting.  In the upper right hand corner on the summary or detailed reports results click the 
“Schedule This Report” link and select your report criteria. 
 
Q.  What is the difference between online reports and scheduled reports? 
 
Online reports generate immediate results and Scheduled Reports are created based on specific 
criteria and are emailed based on the frequency selected. 
 
Q.  What are Inventory Alerts and how do I use them? 
 
Inventory alerts allow you to receive e-mail notifications on various vehicle-processing events. 

 Go to Scheduled Alert | Reports and select Inventory Alerts. 

 Select the desired alert notification from the drop down and click Create. 

 Receive alert notifications on many events such as Assignments Received, Release Problems, 
Vehicles Picked Up, etc. 

 
Q.  What are Scheduled Reports and how do I use them? 
Scheduled reports allow you to schedule and define various reports that will be sent to your email. 
Reports can be scheduled at the Summary or Detail level.   You have the option of selecting specific 
parameters such as Office, IAA Area, Period, Frequency of Report (i.e. One time run, Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly, etc. 

 Go to Scheduled Alert | Reports and select Scheduled Reports. 

 Select report desired from the drop down list and click Create. 

 Receive scheduled reports based on your selection criteria via email. 
 
 
Q. When I Schedule Reports do I have the option of selecting specific fields for detail to display on my 
report? 
 
Reports can be scheduled at the Summary or Detailed level.  
 
To select specific fields to display in the results, at Report Level select Detail from the drop down. 
 

 Go to the CSAToday Explore Menu, choose Scheduled Reports. 

 Click on the report name and click create. 

 Name your report. 

 Click on Report Level drop down to choose Detailed results. 
 
Q.  Can I include multiple recipients on my Scheduled Alerts|Reports? 
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Yes, when setting the report parameters you have the option of sending the alerts |reports to you and 
copying multiple recipients email addresses separated by a semi-colon between each valid email 
address. 
 
Online reports generate immediate results and scheduled reports are created for set parameters and 
are emailed based on the frequency selected. 
 
Q.  Can I schedule Alerts and Reports at the same time? 
 
Yes, there are no limitations on the number of alerts or reports you can schedule.   
 
Q.  Which Alerts | Reports are “real-time”? 
 
CSAToday Real Time Reports 

 Vehicles Picked Up 
 Vehicle Status Change 
 I-Buy Fast Sold 
 Vehicles in Inventory Set for Sale Bid Approval 
 Release Problem 
 Title Problem List 
 Missing Parts 

 
Q.  How do I see what Scheduled Alerts|Reports that I have currently scheduled? 
 
When you select Inventory Alerts or Scheduled Reports from the Explore Menu your current reports and 
alerts will display by name.  Also the report frequency, status and last date generated will display.  To 
update the alert or report, click on the name.  You will have the option to Update or Delete the existing 
alert or report. 
 

Vehicle Title Information 
 
Q. Where is title information displayed for my vehicle on CSAToday? 
 
Title information is displayed in multiple locations on CSAToday.  
 
The Vehicle Detail screen provides a Title Information section: Title type, title received date, title forms 
and more can be found in this section. The Notes tab, located on the Vehicle Detail screen provides 
notes on the stock file including notes pertaining to title processing of the vehicle.  
 
Q. Where can I review title problem information for my vehicles? 
 
Under the CSAToday Explore Menu go to Title Management; select Title Problem Management. This 
report allows users to communicate direct with the branch to resolve title problems as well as to review 
the most recent notes pertaining to the problem. Information includes the stock number, a description 
of the problem, and additional information on the title details and provider office.  
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Also under the CSAToday Explore menu Inventory Management | Vehicles in Inventory and filter the 
reports selections criteria to only Show: Vehicles with Title Problems. 
 
Q. Are Title Forms available from CSAToday? 
 
Under the CSAToday Explore Menu go to Title Management; select Title Forms. You can download the 
following blank forms: 
 

 Title Transmittal 

 FasTitle Remittal 

 Disposal Abandonment 
  
You can also select the Title forms from the Title Information section on the Vehicle Detail screen which 
will generate a pre-populated form with designated branch to be mailed to as well as the vehicle 
information. 
 
Q. Where can I find state specific title information? 
 
Under the CSAToday Explore Menu go to Title Management; select Title Guides by State. A map of the 
US and Canada will display. Click on any state to view the IAA-prepared Title Guide. These documents 
contain state-specific titling guidelines, document examples, and contact information.  
 
The DMV link is located on the lower right corner of this page and will give all state DMV links.  
 
The General Information link on this page provides guides for Alternate Disposal, Owner Retain options 
and Specialty titling information. 
 

Mobile CSAToday 
 
Q. What is Mobile CSAToday? 
 
Mobile CSAToday is a no-download version of the CSAToday site designed to be compatible with mobile 
devices.  
 
Q. Is CSAToday accessible on any mobile device? 
 
Yes. It is accessible from any web-capable mobile device.  
 
Q. How do I access Mobile CSAToday? 
 
Enter csatoday.iaai.com into the address line of the internet browser on your device.  
 
Q. Is a special User ID or Password required to login? 
 
No. Your existing CSAToday User ID and password will work. If you do not have a current CSAToday User 
ID and password, contact your local IAA sales representative or the IAA Support Desk at (877) 422-4225, 
option 2 or supportdesk@iaai.com. 

mailto:supportdesk@iaai.com
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Q. Do I need to download an app to my mobile device? 
 
No. Mobile CSAToday is accessed from the internet browser on your device.  
 
Q. Is there any cost to use Mobile CSAToday? 
 
No. Every version of CSAToday is free to IAA customers.  
 
Q. Can I access the whole CSAToday site from mobile? 
 
Currently Mobile CSAToday offers access to the following key tools and features via any web-capable 
mobile device: 

 

 Vehicle search and inquiry at any of IAA facility 

 Real-time vehicle information 
o View/add notes 
o View/approve minimum bid updates 
o View vehicles images 
o And more! 

 Average Salvage Value (ASV) tool access 
 
Q. Will additional feature be available for Mobile? 
 
Yes. Mobile CSAToday is a developing program and plans are underway to add additional CSAToday 
features to the mobile version in the near future.  
 
Q. Who should I contact for assistance with CSAToday Mobile? 
 
IAA Support Desk can assist you at (877) 422-4225, option 2 or supportdesk@iaai.com.  
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